features is application dependent, Lee and Crebbin [4] used 24 edge models while Pagliari and Dennis [5] found that eight models were suflicient. The results presented in this Letter are from a 4x4 DCT using 8 model features illustrated in Fig. 1 and six coefficients (E, v> =
Previdus authors have only applied the DCT feature classification to areas of high detail [4, 51. Similarly, in the differenced images considered here areas of low detail correspond to nomotion areas. The magnitude of the DC coeficient can be used to check that there is suficient difference between the two frames to suggest motion has occurred.
It can be readily verified that for any two pel blocks A and B:
Given this result, there is no need to know the original intensity values when creating the differenced DCT coefficients, and so all processing may be done in the DCT domain. Results: Fig. 2a shows an example frame from an image sequence of a rectangular test card moving at constant speed in a horizontal direction. Fig. 2b shows results from detecting motion using a 4x4 DCT to classify the frame differences as arising from horizontal, vertical, 45" or 135" motion. Arrow heads are drawn to make the motion vectors clearer, however the vectors should be interpreted as bi-directional. The technique has identified the horizontal motion of the object. Fig. 2c shows an example frame from the well-known Hamburg Taxi sequence, Fig. 2d shows a typical result from applying the motion estimation technique to this sequence. The technique has detected and appropriately classified the motion of the three vehicles.
Conclusion: This Letter has proposed using normalised AC coeficients from the DCT of differenced images to estimate motion direction. The differencing can itself be done in the DCT domain.
Results from real images illustrate that this technique can be used to classify the direction of motion as horizontal, vertical, 45" or 135". Introduction: Despite problems of combinatorial explosion which have motivated a search for transformation invariant solutions to the problem of recognising pattems, some vision theorists, e.g.
[l, 21, look to mapping to handle transformations. A property of image superpositions, apparently unnoticed until now, will be shown to provide the basis of a mapping mechanism which consumes resources additively instead of multiplicatively and thus overcomes the combinatorial obstacle. It concurrently resolves both the selection of one of mL mappings per layer L from the input field to memory, and the selection of the best matching of n memories with mLI i -mLz + ... + n rather than mL1 . mL2? . To make consistent use of the nonlinearities, a scaling function s (omitted from equations for clarity) linearly adjusts each superposition so that their magnitudes remain approximately the same regardless of the number of superimposed components contributing to each.
Memories are contained in sets of weight n-tuples, IV, from which the forward scalar signal mzvd or m' and the backward vector mbkwd or hi, are computed:
, where the function f may be nonlipear. All the mbkwd are aggregated into a superposition bbkwd, b :
The signal bbkwd is compared to each mapped subfield signal, dl( Y), by using the dot product as a quality-of-match signal dm, for each comparison:
These are subjected to a competition, camp(...), which nonlinearly diminishes the weaker ones. The resulting signal Fig. 2a , is a 90 x 90 edgedetected section of the photograph rotated +10 degrees. A 40 x 40 section rotated -160 degrees, Fig. 2b , is used as the valid memory. Three distractor memories are taken from the original edgedetected photograph lying partially or entirely outside the test image area. 4996 additional distractors are constructed of permuted tiles of the valid and first three distractor memories, e.g. Fig. 2c . 5000 memories are trained with the data described above and the test image is applied to the r$vd stage of layer 1. The convergence of the circuit to identify the position, rotation and memory location of the target are shown by dg values for the translation layer, Fig. 3a , and for rotation layer, Fig. 36 and mfwd values, Fig. 3c 
% i e d l (~) > % e d 2 (~)
Since both memories are strongly responding Therefore, with high probability
Applying this inequality to eqn. 3 yields
No. 3
Hence, when these two coefficients are applied to t h; next iteration, the difference in the components of the b aggregate increases, amplifying through the nonlinearity ofA ) the difference in the evoked response of m, and m2. Introduction: IP routers forward arriving packets from input port to output port: the queueing behaviour arises because multiple streams of packets (from different input ports) are being multiplexed together over the same output port. However, unlike ATM cells, IP packets do not all have the same length: the minimum header size in IPv4 is 20 octets, and in IPv6, it is 40 octets; the maximum packet size depends on the specific sub-network technology (e.g. 1500 octets in Ethernet). The motivation for the work reported here is the need to fmd queueing models that allow the calculation of accurate delay bounds in the presence of variable length IP packets. Specifically it is vital to assess the impact of a small proportion of large packets on the delay performance. Considerable recent work [l ~ 31 has explored the impact of different properties of the input process to a buffer queueing model resulting in the development of valuable formulae and conclusions. In this Letter we focus on the specitic effect of the variation in service time distribution, and the critical effect this will have on buffer state probabilities and buffer overflow probability in an IPbased network.
Regarding proposed queueing models for the analysis of IP buffering, the advantage of the GeoiGeoll is that it is simple, and the high variability in its service times have allowed some to claim it is a 'worst case' model. However, a geometric distribution of the packet lengths is an unrealistic model for IP as it gives no upper limit on packet lengths. We can overcome this, if it proves to be worth doing, by more realistic packet size distributions. To address this issue, we develop here an analytical result into which arbitrary packet size distributions can be substituted simply, and in the process show the key contribution of better queueing models for accurate packet length distributions.
One case of particular interest is the bi-modal packet length distribution: the packet lengths take one of two values, either the shortest possible, or the longest possible. The justification for this distribution is that many studies have shown that in real IP networking situations there is a clear division of packets along these lines. Control packets (e.g. in RSVP and TCP) tend to be very short, and data packets tend to be the maximum length allowable for the underlying sub-network technology.
Analysis: As a result of the considerable recent success [3, 41 obtained from using the excess rate (ER) queueing analysis technique, we apply it again here. Specifically, and to take account of precise nature of the issue, we reduce the duration over which we define excess-rate arrivals to be the time required to serve a packet (this will vary, and we account for this variation in the analysis that follows). Let this duration be our fundamental time period. Thus, 'excess-rate' (ER) packets are those which must be buffered as they represent an excess of instantaneous amval rate over the service rate; if N packets amve in any time unit, then that time unit experiences N -1 excess packets.
The focus of the ER method for queue is on analysing behaviour that causes the queue to change in size. Instead of connecting 'the departure of the kth packet' with 'the departure of the k + 1 th packet' via a balance equation, i.e. using an imbedded Markov chain (IMC) at departure instants, we connect the arrival of excess-rate packets via the balance equation (IMC). We alter the Poisson process to produce a geometric series for the tail of the distribution [l, 21, giving a geometrically distributed number of ER packets per time period. This innovation is known as the geometrically approximated Poisson process (GAPP), [3, 41. This approach has previously [5] been shown to yield the following results: (1 -a(1) where &Ja] = the expected (mean) number of packet amvals during the mean packet service time, a(0) = P(no packets arrive during the service time of a packet), and a(k) = P(one packet arrives during the service time of a packet). So in the case of the M D i 1 (fvted service times), we obtain:
The accuracy of this was examined in [5] , and found to be excellent.
We now concentrate on using the excess-rate approach to analyse the case in which we have variable length packets, as is typical with all IP-based networks. Using the definition of a(k), the probability of k arrivals in a packet service time, because it is from a(O), a ( ] ) and the mean of this distribution, flu], that we derive the excess-rate queueing behaviour.
Bi-modal packet length distribution: Assume the short packets are of length 1 time unit, and the long packets are of length n time
